
The garedn city

UNEXPECTED 
EXPERIENCE

1/2 DAY PACKAGE



From the winding alleys, between colorful houses and 
suggestive stairways, the new nineteenth-century city 
opens up into the valley with its most elegant
appearance among wide streets, palaces and gardens. 
You just have to choose how long you want to stay and 
which aspects of the city you want to discover: history, 
art, traditions, museums, street art, nature, good food
or crafts! 

UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

Campobasso surprises the traveller with many faces of history and the 
authemticity of his community.

An unexpected discovery dedicated to those travelling with the family, in small 
groups or for those on the move with a cheerful company

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect

An unusual urban route, an authentic
journey to be experienced slowly, as
suggested by the fan shape that gradually
rises from the valley towards the hill, where
the Monforte Castle is.



UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect

HISTOR
Y

TRADITIONS

NATURE

Monforte Castle
Church St. Maria Maggiore

Church St Giorgio
Church San Bartolomeo

Church San Leonardo
Church St. Maria della Croce

Church SS. Trinità
Church Sant’Antonio Abate

Theater Savoia

Craftsmanship
Traditional cuisine
Traditional food
CBike
Urban Trekking
Events e Shows
Traditional fair

ART & MUSEUMS

ESPERIENCES

S. Antonio Abate – 17th January
Venerdì Santo – Holy week
San Giorgio – 23th April
Infiorata – 31th May
I Misteri – Corpus DominiVilletta Flora

Villa Musenga
Square Vittorio Emanuele II

Garden of Mario Pagano
Area SIC Monforte

Fontana Vecchia
Villa De Capoa

Park San Giovanni
Monte Vairano

Museum Sannitico
Museum of the Misteri
Museum Palazzo Pistilli
Civic Gallery of Modern Art
and contemporary
Exhibition space Ex Gil
Draw the line - Street Art 
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UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect

Individual travellers and small groups can easily delve into the history of the city and discover the tales of art, traditions and
preserved stories. It is advisable to start the route from Piazza Prefettura and then enter the city protected by the medieval walls in
which the old city developed with the oldest holy buildings, noble palaces, museums leading to the Monforte Castle.

On the way down, you can choose different routes to continue towards the nineteenth-century and contemporary city with places
of craftsmanship, artistic productions, art galleries or art painted on the buildings with the street art project. The Murattian centre
with gardens and villas is the place loved by the Campobassans who spend their free time here and where public events and
events often take place.

It is possible to book private guided tours
and trekking service to get to know the city, 

learn more about museums and exhibitions
and discover thematic itineraries.

In the historic center you can get to know
the local cuisine and taste the typical dishes
of Campobasso and Molise tradition thanks
to the numerous restaurants and trattorias.



UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

Mappa di comunità
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CBike tour 

1
2

3 Draw the line 

4 Twentieth century Architecture The Garden city

5
6

History and culture

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect



UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect

HOSPITALITY

TRANSPORT

Hotels
B&B
Holiday home
Camping

Infopoint
Post offices and  ATMs
Health services
Shopping
Relax
Entertainment
Inclusive playground
Tourist and environmental guides

RESTAURANT

Train station
Bus station coach
Urban bus
Cycling station
Electric car station
Car rent

Restaurant
Trattorias
Kiosk, Pizzeria, Snack bar
Wine Bar/ Beer shop

SERVICES



www.visitcampobasso.it
www.excover.eu

Frame and discover the cityFrame and experience the city

infopoint@comune.campobasso.it
0874405299


